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Outline
• What is control systems security?
• Motivation: Why should we care?
• Q1: How to conduct a false-data injection attack?
• Q2: How to defend against such attacks?
• Q3: How to do remote estimation under privacy constraints?
• Outlook and conclusions
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Information Security
Confidentiality: information is not disclosed to unauthorized individuals
Integrity: information cannot be modified in an unauthorized manner
Availability: information must be available when it is needed

A+

A+

[Bishop, 2002]
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Control Systems Security
Confidentiality: information is not disclosed to unauthorized individuals

Integrity: information cannot be modified in an unauthorized manner

Availability: information must be available when it is needed
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Vulnerabilities in Networked Control Systems
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Why is not IT Security Enough?
• Interfaces between cyber and physical systems cannot be protected
by conventional IT security
• Cf. a physical variable vs its sampled sensor measurement

• Physics can help to detect if data have been manipulated
• Malicious attackers have an intent and can act strategically,
as opposed to system faults or disturbances
• Risk analysis for safety-critical control systems needs to include the
interactions between cyber, physical, and human systems
• Modern security of infrastructure systems requires defense in depth:
multiple layers of security are needed for protection
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Motivating Applications
Industrial control systems
Intelligent transport

Power systems
Building automation
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Networked Control System under Attack

• Physical plant (𝒫)
• Feedback controller (ℱ)
• Anomaly detector (𝒟)

• Physical attacks
• Data injection attacks

• Disclosure attacks
9

[Teixeira et al., Automatica, 2015]
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Adversary Model

• Attack policy: Goal of the attack?
• Model knowledge: Adversary has some info about plant and controller?
• Disclosure resources: Which channels can the adversary listen to?
• Disruption resources: Which channels can the adversary manipulate?

10

[Teixeira et al., Automatica, 2015]
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Networked Control System with Adversary Model
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Attack Space

Covert
[R. Smith]

[Teixeira et al., Automatica, 2015; Chong et al.,12ECC, 2019]
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False-data Injection Attack on Quadruple Tank System
2 hacked actuators (𝑢% and 𝑢& are disruption resources)
2 healthy sensors (𝑦% and 𝑦& )
Can the controller detect the attack?

14

[Teixeira et al., Automatica, 2015]
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False-data Injection Attack on Quadruple Tank System
No alarm

Anomaly detector
signals an alarm
15

[Teixeira et al., 2015]
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Attack Analysis
Transfer function matrix from attack to sensor signals

Poles = {0.8076, 0.8347, 0.9464, 0.9498}
Zeros = 0.8675, 1.0362 ⇒ Non-minimum phase system
Applied attack signal (for small 𝜖)

satisfies zero dynamics and is thus masked by system transient:
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Undetectable Attack on Quadruple Tank System
2 hacked actuators (𝑢% and 𝑢& are disruption resources)
2 healthy sensors (𝑦% and 𝑦& )
Can the controller detect the attack?

Not against an adversary with plant model knowledge

17

[Teixeira et al., Automatica, 2015]
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Undetectable Attacks: General Linear Systems
Consider the linear system 𝑦 = 𝐺: 𝑎 (the closed-loop control system):
x(k + 1) = Ax(x) + Ba(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) + Da(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="sKKCY9XU5ziscOEaRstmBpwV6K8=">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</latexit>

@

Operator: State 𝑥 𝑘 ∈ ℝ and malicious attack 𝑎 𝑘 ∈ ℝA unknown.
Measurement 𝑦 𝑘 ∈ ℝB and model 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷 known
Attacker: Model 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷 known and can manipulate attack signal 𝑎 𝑘 arbitrarily
Definition: Attack signal 𝑎 is undetectable if there exists an initial state 𝑥(0) such that 𝑦(𝑘) = 0, 𝑘 ≥ 0
[Pasqualetti et al., 2013; Sandberg and Teixeira, 2016]

Remark: Less strict undetectable attacks (𝑦 𝑘 ≈ 0) have been proposed in both
deterministic [Teixeira et al., 2015] and stochastic [Bai et al., 2017] settings
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Undetectable Zero-Dynamics Attack
Theorem: Attack signal 𝑎(𝑘) = 𝑧LM 𝑎L , 0 ≠ 𝑎L ∈ ℂA , 𝑧L ∈ ℂ ,
is undetectable if and only if there exists 𝑥L ∈ ℂ@ such that
P (z0 )
<latexit sha1_base64="Kj3Yk9IVYmRecsHh/gzSZ+NUQ/8=">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</latexit>



x0
=0
a0

with the Rosenbrock system matrix P (z) =
<latexit sha1_base64="9054s9D4mFTA7EVJTBmwXKfs/C4=">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</latexit>
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[Pasqualetti et al., 2013; Sandberg and Teixeira, 2016]

Perfect model knowledge is not needed for attacker:
Extensions to robust zero-dynamics attack, where model knowledge is
replaced by observing plant inputs and outputs [Park et al., 2019]
19
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False-data Injection Attack on a Power Network
• Attack applied to power system state estimator by manipulating sensor measurements
• The number of measurements that needs to be manipulated for an undetectable attack
on one targeted state measurement is denoted its security index

• Validated on industrial SCADA testbed
IEEEphysical
39-bus network
• Cyber attack based on
information

At least 7 measurements have to
be involved in an undetectable
attack against measurement 33
Security index

Attack 33

[Teixeira et al., 2011; Hendrickx et al., 2014]
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Coding to Counteract False-data Injection Attacks
Data injection attack 𝑤 = 𝑤L 𝑒 RS is undetectable if 𝑧 is a plant zero: 𝑃 𝑧 = 0

Can we introduce coding to render the attack harmless?

22

[Fang et al., ICCPS, 2019]
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Shannon Two-Way Communication Channel

C. Shannon, Berkeley Symp. on Mathematical Statistics and Probability, 1961

23

[Fang et al., ICCPS, 2019]
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Data injection attack under one-way coding
Data injection attack 𝑤 = 𝑤L 𝑒 RS , Re(𝑧) > 0, is undetectable if 𝑧 is a plant zero: 𝑃 𝑧 = 0

Data injection attack is undetectable also under one-way
coding, because unstable zeros cannot be cancelled:

24

[Fang et al., ICCPS, 2019]
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Data injection attack under two-way coding
Suppose the attacker knows the plant model 𝑃 𝑠 and
performs a data injection attack 𝑤 = 𝑤L 𝑒 RS , Re(𝑧) > 0

The data injection attack 𝑤 is detectable under
two-way coding because plant zeros can be moved:

Remark
• If the attacker knows or learns 𝑃Y 𝑠 , a new undetectable
data injection attack 𝑤 can be performed
• The modified plant 𝑃Y 𝑠 can be designed to have only
stable zeros, so the attack 𝑤 = 𝑤L 𝑒 RS → 0 as 𝑡 → ∞
• Two-way coding resembles the scattering transformation
used in teleoperated robots [Hokayem & Spong, 2006]

25

[Fang et al., 2019]
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Attack decoupling with two-way coding
Definition An attack is decoupled if the transfer function
from attack to plant input/output can be made zero,
without nullifying the transfer function from reference to
plant input/output

Theorem Suppose 𝑃 𝑠 is stabilized by static output feedback controller 𝐾 𝑠 = 𝐾.
• If 𝑐 = −1/𝐾, then any attack 𝑤 = 𝑤(𝑡) is decoupled.
• If 𝑏 = 𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑐 𝐾, then any attack 𝑧 = 𝑧(𝑡) is decoupled.
Remark
• Decoupling for 𝑤 should be interpreted in the sense of “almost decoupling,” cf.,
[Weiland and Willems, 1989] notion of “almost disturbance decoupling”
26

[Fang et al., ICCPS, 2019]
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Impossibility Theorem
Theorem 𝑤 and 𝑧 cannot be decoupled simultaneously.
Remark
• Corresponds to the covert attack proposed in [Smith, IEEE CSM, 2015]:

27

[Fang et al., ICCPS, 2019]
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Remote Estimation under Privacy Constraints
Can we preserve consumers privacy despite cloud-based online temparature monitoring and other apps?

Nekouei et al., 2018

29
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Remote Estimation under Privacy Constraints

Nekouei et al., 2018

30
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Privacy Metric

Randomized estimator

Privacy metric is chosen as conditional (discrete) entropy

Captures the ambiguity of

after observing
Nekouei et al., 2018
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Privacy-aware Estimator Design Problem

Randomized estimator

• Loss function
• Randomization probabilities
• Privacy constraint

are the optimization variables

• Classical randomized estimator is recovered if privacy constraints are removed
Nekouei et al., 2018
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Privacy-aware Estimator Design is Convex

Randomized estimator

Theorem The privacy-aware estimator design problem is convex
”Proof:”
• Cost function

is linear in

• Privacy constraint is convex (because Kullback-Leibler divergence is convex):

Nekouei et al., 2018
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When Can Perfect Privacy be Achieved?
Perfect privacy corresponds to

Theorem Perfect privacy can be achieved if and only if
is the probabilities associated with choosing

at bin 1,…,N

Pii
<latexit sha1_base64="xI9fDgQl0EgPHmDsSkc24BSkUbU=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuLLQMsbFMwDwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYclH2FgoYmvjX/gFdjZ+i7NJCk08cOFwzr3ce08Qc6aN6345ubX1jc2t/HZhZ3dv/6B4eNTSUaIIbZKIR6oTYE05k7RpmOG0EyuKRcBpOxjfZH77nirNInlnJjH1BR5KFjKCjZXa9X7K2LTQL5bcsjsDWiXegpSqJ41v9l77qPeLn71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6nhV6iaYzJGA9p11KJBdV+Ojt3is6tMkBhpGxJg2bq74kUC60nIrCdApuRXvYy8T+vm5jw2k+ZjBNDJZkvChOOTISy39GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibEJZCN7yy6ukVSl7l+VKw6ZRgznycApncAEeXEEVbqEOTSAwhgd4gmcndh6dF+d13ppzFjPH8AfO2w/EvpLk</latexit>

Pi1
<latexit sha1_base64="zJA6ziAknKkGJc/AKd3+VUkhUzk=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuLLQMsbFMwDwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYclH2FgoYmvjX/gFdjZ+i7NJCk08cOFwzr3ce08Qc6aN6345ubX1jc2t/HZhZ3dv/6B4eNTSUaIIbZKIR6oTYE05k7RpmOG0EyuKRcBpOxjfZH77nirNInlnJjH1BR5KFjKCjZXa9X7KvGmhXyy5ZXcGtEq8BSlVTxrf7L32Ue8XP3uDiCSCSkM41rrrubHxU6wMI5xOC71E0xiTMR7SrqUSC6r9dHbuFJ1bZYDCSNmSBs3U3xMpFlpPRGA7BTYjvexl4n9eNzHhtZ8yGSeGSjJfFCYcmQhlv6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2ISyELzll1dJq1L2LsuVhk2jBnPk4RTO4AI8uIIq3EIdmkBgDA/wBM9O7Dw6L87rvDXnLGaO4Q+ctx9vbpKs</latexit>

PiN
<latexit sha1_base64="Qweqaeq10EpxJ5KAGzO4oJoc4fk=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuLLQMsbGSBMwD4hJmJ7PJkNmZZWZWCEs+wsZCEVsb/8IvsLPxW5xNUmjigQuHc+7l3nuCmDNtXPfLya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOWlokitEkkl6oTYE05E7RpmOG0EyuKo4DTdjC6yvz2PVWaSXFrxjH1IzwQLGQEGyu1672U3UwKvWLJLbtToGXizUmpetT4Zu+1j3qv+HnXlySJqDCEY627nhsbP8XKMMLppHCXaBpjMsID2rVU4IhqP52eO0GnVumjUCpbwqCp+nsixZHW4yiwnRE2Q73oZeJ/Xjcx4aWfMhEnhgoyWxQmHBmJst9RnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxCWQje4svLpFUpe+flSsOmUYMZ8nAMJ3AGHlxAFa6hDk0gMIIHeIJnJ3YenRfnddaac+Yzh/AHztsPm5ySyQ==</latexit>

Nekouei et al., 2018
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Example: Privacy-aware Estimator

Nekouei et al., 2018
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Example: Privacy-aware Estimator

Tradeoff between privacy and accuracy: guaranteed estimation loss in 𝑋 while not too much MSE excess in 𝑌f

Nekouei et al., 2018
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Outlook: Adversarial learning
• Perception models for some automated vehicles
are based on deep neural networks
• Trained from real or simulated data

• Vulnerable to attacks during training or operation,
e.g., small perturbations to expected images
[Eykholt et al., CVPR, 2018] demonstrated attacks on deep
learning visual classification algorithms, which then classfied
stop signs with small markers as other road signs

[Brummelen et al., 2018]
NVIDIA

How design safe learning schemes for automated vehicles?
38
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Conclusions
• Growing importance of cyber-secure control systems,
motivated by evolving safety-critical infrastructure
• Design tools needed to complement other security measures
• Essential to model adversary objectives and resources
• False-data injection attacks and protection
• Remote estimation under privacy constraints
• Many open problems, including adversarial learning,
cloud-based control, and operations under attack
people.kth.se/~kallej
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